suggesting that the parahippocampal region does not support the type of long-term memory that is associated with the hippocampal region. However, it should be noted that the parahippocampal region can maintain familiarity information even after more than 20 intervening items have been presented, showing that it is distinct from working memory, which can maintain only a few items at a time (see Fahy et al., 1993) .
Although there are parallels between the results from the human and nonhuman studies, it is not yet known whether the same two processes have been identified in these different species. In the present study, we do not aim to determine whether human and nonhuman memory processes are identical, but we do aim to take a preliminary step toward bridging the gap between the animal and human recognition memory literatures, by determining whether the animal results, and the theories that are based on those results, are useful in generating accurate predictions about the memory behavior of healthy human subjects. The nonhuman animal studies discussed above suggest that parahippocampal-dependent memory processes may be disproportionately sensitive to the effects of forgetting over short retention intervals compared with hippocampal-dependent processes. In fact, Eichenbaum et al. (1994) proposed a model of the medial temporal lobes that assumes that the parahippocampal region supports a form of intermediate term memory that decreases more rapidly than hippocampal-dependentmemory. If recollection and familiarity in humans are related to the hippocampal and parahippocampal memory processes observed in nonhuman species, familiarity, compared with recollection, should be particularly susceptible to the effects of forgetting over these retention intervals. If this prediction is verified, it would provide support for the Eichenbaum et al. (1994) model, and it would serve to bridge the animal and human literatures on recognition memory.
Our examining the effects of forgetting on recollection and familiarity will also be useful in characterizing these processes in humans, because the forgetting functions of recollection and familiarity in humans have not been directly compared. There are several studies that have examined forgetting rates in tasks that may be related to recollection and familiarity, but the results from those studies are mixed. For example, Mandler (1980; Mandler, Pearlstone, & Koopmans, 1969 ) required subjects to sort words into a number of categories of their own choosing, then they were given recognition or recall tests after delays ranging up to 5 weeks. Recall performance across all delays was correlated with the number of categories that the subjects sorted items into during study, indicating that the recollection process supporting recall was sensitive to list organization. In contrast, recognition performance was not strongly correlated with list organization at the immediate test, but the correlation increased as the delay increased. The results were taken to be an indication that immediate recognition performance was dominated by familiarity-based responses that were not sensitive to list organization, whereas delayed recognition performance was dominated primarily by recollection-based responses that were sensitive to list organization. The fact that the correlation between recognition and list organization increased across delays suggests that the contribution of familiarity to performance decreases more rapidly than does recollection. In a more recent study, the ability to discriminate between studied word pairs and mixed word pairs remained constant across delay, whereas the ability to discriminate between studied and nonstudieditems decreased (Hockley, 1991) . If single word recognition relies more on familiarity than word-pair recognition, the results would suggest that familiarity is more susceptible to forgetting than is recollection. However, other studies indicate that recollection and familiarity are equally susceptible to forgetting.For example, studies contrastingitem and source memory indicate that the ability to discriminate between items that were originally spoken by a male or female decreased at the same rate as the ability to discriminate between studied and nonstudied items (e.g., Bornstein & LeCompte, 1995) . If source recognition and item recognition are used as rough indexes of recollection and familiarity, the results would suggest that both processes are equally susceptible to forgetting. Studies in which the rememberknow procedure has been used (Tulving, 1985) , in which subjects are instructed to report when their recognition responses are based on recollection or when they are based on familiarity in the absence of recollection, have led to mixed results regarding the effects of forgetting. In general, remember responses decrease over time, whereas know responses sometimes decrease, sometimes remain constant, and sometimes increase over time (Gardiner, 1988; Gardiner & Java, 1991; Hockley & Consoli, 1999) .
The discrepancies arising between these previous studies might be related to the different methods of measuring memory performance or to differences in the delay periods that were examined (we discuss both of these possibilities in more detail after presenting the present results). In most of the previous studies, forgetting rates were examined across very long retention intervals that varied up to several weeks. Importantly, Eichenbaum et al. (1994) proposed that at short retention intervals, familiarity would decrease more rapidly than recollection. However, as the delay between study and test increases, the slopes of the two forgetting functions should converge. Thus, only at short retention intervals is the forgetting rate of familiarity expected to be steeper than that associated with recollection.
In the present study, we examined the forgetting rates over short retention intervals in healthy human subjects using a continuous recognition test procedure. The subjects were presented with a list of words to remember. Intermixed in the list were memory test words, some of which were repeated from earlier in the list. The studytest lag (i.e., the difference between the study position and the test position of the item in the list) varied between 1 and 32 items.
In order to assess recollection, we examined the subjects' ability to retrieve an arbitrary association formed during the study event. That is, each study item was presented in either red or green letters, and recollection was measured as the ability to accurately remember the color of the studied word. We assumed that if a subject was able to accurately determine the color of the item, he or she must have recollected some qualitativeinformation about the study event because assessing the familiarity of the item should not provide the associative information necessary to support accurate color memory judgments.
Half of the study words were presented in red, and half were presented in green, and the subjects were instructed to try to remember each word and the color in which each word was presented by forming an association between the word and the color. The test words were presented in white letters, and for half of the items, the subjects were asked whether the item was studied in green. If the item was studied in green (i.e., target item) and the subject recollected that it was studied in green, the response should be yes. In contrast, if the item was studied in red (i.e., lure item) and the subject recollected this, the response should be no. Thus, the difference between the probability of responding "yes" to a target item, and the probability of responding "yes" to a lure item provided an index of the subject's ability to recollect the study color of the item. For example, if a subject had perfect memory for the color-word associations (i.e., the probability of recollection was 1.0), he or she would respond "yes" to all the target items and respond "no" to all the lure items. In contrast, if the subject had no color-word memory (i.e., the probability of recollection was 0), there should be no difference in the probability of responding "yes" to target or lure items.
In order to avoid introducing any bias toward preferentially encoding either the red or green items, for half of the test trials, the subjects were asked whether the item was green and for the other half, they were asked whether it was red. Moreover, to ensure that the subjects used familiarity as a basis for recognition responses, they were instructed to respond "yes" to all items that were familiar but not recollected. Thus, if they encountered an item that they were sure was studied but for which they could not recollect the study color, they were to respond "yes."
If forgetting affects familiarity but not recollection, the ability to recollect the color of the items should remain constant as study-test lag increases, but the ability to recognize items as having been studied should decrease. That is, the probability of responding "yes" to studied items (both targets and lures) should decrease as the study-test lag increases (i.e., the items should become less familiar as more intervening items are presented), but the difference between performance for the target and lure items (i.e., their ability to determine the study color) should remain constant. In contrast, if both recollection and familiarity decrease across the study-test lag, the probabilityof responding "yes" to target and lure items should decrease, and the difference between performance on the target and lure items should also decrease.
The results were further analyzed by using the process dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991) in order to derive quantitative estimates of recollection and familiarity. Our main hypothesis could be tested without the use of the process dissociation estimates; however, acquiring such estimates facilitates more direct comparisons of the forgetting functions of recollection and familiarity. The estimates were derived as follows. The subjects were expected to respond "yes" to a target item (e.g., "yes" to a green item when asked "was it green?") if it was recollected (R) or if it was familiar in the absence of recol-
. In contrast, they should respond "yes" to a lure item (e.g., "yes" to a green item when asked "was it red?") only if it was familiar in the absence of recollection [F(1 2 R)].
Thus, P("yes" | lure) = F(1 2 R). Recollection was estimated by subtracting the probability of responding "yes" to a lure item from the probability of responding "yes" to a target item [R + F(1 2 R) 2 F(1 2 R) = R]. Familiarity was then estimated as the probability of responding "yes" to a lure item given that it was not recollected
Two separate experiments were conducted in order to verify that the results were replicable, but because the methods and results were so similar, they are described together.
METHOD Participants and Materials
Sixteen and twenty-four undergraduate students participated in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. Informed consent was obtained prior to testing, and the rights of the subjects were protected. Seven hundred medium-frequency words were used in Experiment 1, and 400 words were used in Experiment 2.
Design and Procedure
In Experiment 1, words were presented one at a time, in the center of a computer screen, in lowercase letters, and the subjects responded on the computer keyboard. The subjects were told that they would be presented with a continuous list of words that contained a mixture of study and test items. They were told that each study word would be presented in either red or green and that they were to remember each word and its color. To increase recognition performance on the test items, the subjects were instructed to try to make associations between the study items and the color in which they were presented (e.g., "if you were presented with the word mountain in red you might think of a volcano"). Each study item was presented for 2 sec to allow the subjects time to form meaningful associations.
Test items were presented in white letters, along with either a "?red?" or a "?green?" prompt. The subjects were instructed to respond "yes" if the word was presented in the color indicated by the prompt. If the subject remembered that the word had been presented in the other color, or if the word had not been studied, they were to respond "no." Furthermor e, they were instructed that if they thought the item had been studied, but they could not remember the study color they were to respond "yes." The test items remained on the screen until the subject made a response.
The study list consisted of 1,000-item presentations, of which 700 were study words and 300 were test words. The test words were presented after a study-test lag (i.e., the difference between the study and test positions of the item) of either 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 items. A lag of 1 indicates that the word was tested immediately after it had been studied. There were 40 items tested at each lag. Performance on the items tested at lags of 1, 2, and 4 were not analyzed because memory across these short lags likely reflects working memory, which is functionally distinct from the long-term memory components that were the focus of the present study (see Eichenbaum et al., 1994) . The subjects in the present experiments generally performed perfectly at these short lags, indicating that they understood the test instructions. For each lag condition, half the items (20) were studied in green. Half of these (10) were tested with a "?green?" prompt, whereas the other half were tested with a "?red?" prompt. The other 20 items at each condition were studied in red. Half of these were tested with a "?red?" prompt, whereas the other half were tested with a "?green?" prompt. The remaining 60 test words were new items that had not been studied previously. Half of these were tested with a "red?" prompt, and half were tested with a "?green?" prompt.
The design and procedure used in Experiment 2 were similar to those used in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. The study and test words were presented in uppercase letters. There were 592 trials that included four different lag conditions (48 items each in each lag condition of 2, 8, 16, and 32), and 48 new test items.
RESULTS
The upper panels in Figure 1 illustrate the proportion of target, lure, and new items receiving yes responses across the critical study-test lags of 8, 16, and 32 items. Performance was collapsed across the red and green conditions because this factor did not influence performance. Thus, the scores for the target items represent the probability of responding yes during a "?red?" test prompt to an item that was red at study, or responding "yes" during a "?green?" test prompt to an item that was green at study. The scores for the lure items represent the probability of responding "yes" during a "?red?" test prompt to an item that was green during study, or responding "yes" during a "?green?" test prompt to an item that was red during study.
As lag increased, recognition memory (i.e., the probability of a yes response) for the target and lure items decreased [Experiment 1, F(2,30) = 4.14, p < .05; Experiment 2, F(2,44) = 29.00, p < .001], showing that there was significant forgetting across study-test lag. Thus, some recognition memory process was influenced by study-test lag. Importantly, performance on the target and lure items decreased in parallel (i.e., the lag 3 test condition interaction did not approach significance; Fs < 1.1 for Experiments 1 and 2), indicating that the ability to remember the color of the studied items did not change as study-test lag increased. The constant rate of recollection in the context of a significant decrease in recognition performance suggests that forgetting selectively affected familiarity.
To directly contrast recognition memory and color memory, we derived estimates of recognition and color memory discrimination using signal detection theory (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) . For recognition memory, d9 was calculated by using the proportion of studied items and new items that elicited a yes response as hits and false alarms, respectively. For color memory, d9 was calculated by using the proportion of target study words and nontarget study words eliciting a yes response as hits and false alarms. The analysis indicated that lag interacted with the type of memory discrimination. The interaction did not quite reach significancefor Experiment 1 [F(2,30) = 1.577, p = .223] but was significant in Experiment 2 [F(2,48) = 5.135, p < .01], indicating that the study-test lag had sig- nificantly different effects on recognition memory and color memory. In order to determine whether this pattern of results was dependent on the signal detection-based index of discriminability, a subsequent analysis was conducted in which hits minus false alarms was used as an index of discriminability, but it led to the same pattern of results.
The results were analyzed further by using the process dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991) to derive quantitative estimates of recollection and familiarity (as described earlier). An examination of the average parameter estimates (see lower panels in Figure 1) indicates that studytest lag led to a crossover interaction between recollection and familiarity. As study-test lag increased, recollection estimates remained constant (Fs < 1.1 for Experiments 1 and 2), whereas familiarity estimates decreased significantly [Experiment 1, F(2,30) = 4.351, p < .05; Experiment 2, F(2,44) = 18.856, p < .001]. A subsequent analysis directly compared recollection and familiarity estimates and showed that lag interacted with the two processes (i.e., the interaction was marginally significant for Experiment 1 [F(2,30) = 2.58, p = .092] and was significant in Experiment 2 [F(2,44) = 5.219, p < .01]), indicating that study-test lag differentially influenced recollection and familiarity.
DISCUSSION
The results showed that familiarity was more susceptible to forgetting than was recollection over study-test lags ranging from 8 to 32 items. The ability to recognize previously presented words decreased as study-test lag increased, whereas the ability remember the color of the words was not influenced by study-test lag. The observed dissociation was predicted on the basis of a model of medial temporal lobe function (i.e., Eichenbaum et al., 1994) in which it is proposed that the parahippocampal-basedresponses reflect an intermediate term storage process that exhibits faster forgetting across short retention intervals than does hippocampal-based responses. Although that model is based primarily on results from single-cell recording studies and lesion studies of animals, the present results indicate that it is useful in generating accurate predictions about human memory performance in a task that required recollection and familiarity. These results highlight a fundamental parallel between the memory theories based on these different species and indicate that the differential forgetting rates of recollection and familiarity that are observed in nonhuman species generalize to human subjects.
As mentioned earlier, previous cognitive studies have led to conflicting results regarding the forgetting rates of recollection and familiarity in humans. However, a careful consideration of those results along with a consideration of the model of Eichenbaum et al. (1994) suggests that those discrepancies are only apparent. Eichenbaum et al. proposed that at short retention intervals familiarity would decrease more rapidly than recollection, but as the delay between study and test increases, the slopes of the two forgetting functions should converge. In the present study, forgetting was examined at short intervals, ranging from 8 to 32 items, and it was found that familiarity did decrease more rapidly than did recollection. Over similar lags, single-item recognition was found to decrease, whereas word-pair association memory was found to remain constant (Hockley, 1991) . Similar forgetting functions were also found for word-pair and singleword recognition in a study-test block design (Hockley, 1991) , indicating that the pattern was not restricted to continuous study-test procedures. Thus, over short retention intervals when recollection is measured as memory for color, as in the present experiments, or as word -word associations, as in the associative recognition studies, recollection does appear to be less susceptible to forgetting than does familiarity.
However, when performance is examined over longer retention intervals, both recollection and familiarity appear to decrease together. For example, when forgetting was measured across delays extending up to 7 days, both item and association memory were found to decrease together (Hockley & Consoli, 1999) . Similarly, over a period of 7 days, source memory and item memory were found to decrease at similar rates (Bornstein & LeCompte, 1995) . As mentioned earlier, remember-know studies have led to a rather complex pattern of results. Recollection generally decreased over time, although different studies showed different effects on know responses (i.e., they either remained constant, decreased, or increased significantly over time). The proportion of know responses, however, is mathematically constrained by the proportion of remember responses, because subjects are instructed to respond "know" only if the item was not recollected. Thus, know responses cannot be used as an index of familiarity. However, if familiarity is estimated as the probability of a know response given that the subject had the opportunity to make a know response (i.e., the item was familiar and not recollected: F = K/(1 2 R); see Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995) , the results from the remember-know studies (e.g., Gardiner, 1988; Gardiner & Java, 1991; Hockley & Consoli, 1999) are consistent in showing that recollection and familiarity exhibit similar rates of forgetting. Importantly, in these remember-know studies, forgetting was examined across long delays, thus, they are consistent with the general pattern that at longer retention intervals both processes exhibit roughly equivalent rates of forgetting, but at short retention intervals, familiarity decreases more rapidly than does recollection. The only study that does not conform to this pattern of results is a study by Mandler et al. (1969) , in which it was suggested that familiarity decreased faster than recollection, even over long retention intervals. Why this study is in disagreement with the others is not clear; however, it may be that the method used to measure recollection in that study (i.e., a correlation with list organization) does not index the same process that is measured with the other test procedures.
The process dissociation procedure has been used to measure the forgetting rates of processes that support per-formance in other types of memory tests such as word stem cued recall (Jacoby, Kelley, Brown, & Jasechko, 1989; Mayes, 1995; McBride & Dosher, 1999; SchmitterEdgecombe, 1999 ). An important question for future research is to determine how recollection and familiarity are related to the processes that support performance on these other types of memory tasks. The results from animal studies do not support any strong predictions in this case because the relevant studies with animals have been limited primarily to tests of recognition memory rather than cued recall. However, some cognitive models suggest that the recollection and familiarity processes that support recognition memory also support performance on tasks like stem completion (e.g., Mandler, 1980) , thus one might expect to see comparable forgetting rates across these tasks. However, a number of studies have indicated that the processes that support performance on recognition memory tests are functionally distinct from those supporting performance on these other types of memory tests (e.g., Hamann & Squire, 1997; Jacoby, 1991; Wagner, Gabrieli, & Verfaellie, 1997) , thus it is possible that forgetting rates in different tests might be quite different.
The results of the process dissociation procedure were in agreement with the initial analysis of the recognition and color memory performance. The advantages and disadvantages of the process dissociation procedure have been discussed extensively elsewhere (e.g., Cowan, 1996; Curran & Hintzman, 1997; Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998; Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997; Jacoby & Shrout, 1997; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997; Russo, Cullis, & Parkin, 1998; Wainwright & Reingold, 1996; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1996b) . However, one important assumption underlying the procedure is that recollection and familiarity independently contribute to recognition memory. The independence assumption is supported by findings that recollection and familiarity are related to independent electrophysiological components (e.g., Curran, 2000; Düzel et al., 1997) and by behavioral studies showing that the two processes can be doubly dissociated (see Yonelinas 1994; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1994) . If the two processes were dependent, such dissociations should not be possible.
The present experiments indicated that recollection and familiarity exhibit distinct forgetting functions, and thus the results are consistent with the assumption that recollection and familiarity reflect independent recognition processes. Nonetheless, it is important to note that the main conclusions derived from the process dissociation analysis in the present experiments would be the same, even if the two processes were assumed to be dependent. For example, if the two processes were perfectly correlated (e.g., all of the recollected items were also accepted as old on the basis of familiarity), familiarity would be estimated as the overall recognition performance for target items (i.e., all the recollected items plus the items that were familiar and not recollected). Because recognition performance decreased across study-test lag, it would follow that familiarity must also have decreased across study-test lag. Moreover, by the redundancy assumption, recollection would still be estimated as the ability to determine word color, and thus it would follow that lag did not influence recollection.
A potential limitation associated with a direct examination of forgetting rates is that differences in forgetting can be caused by differences in the level of performance. In the present study, the ability to recognize items was greater than the ability to recollect the item color. Thus, this dissociation could be due to scaling differences. However, two observations argue against a scaling explanation of these forgetting differences. First, the estimates of recollection and familiarity were found to form a significant crossover interaction, indicating that the recollection and familiarity were differentially affected by lag, yet they were at comparable points on the scale. Second, Hockley (1991) found that word pair recognition decreased significantly faster than item recognition, even when performance levels were comparable. That is, he observed a significant crossover interaction in associative and item recognition accuracy scores. It is unlikely that scaling effects could have been responsible for these crossover interactions.
In the present study, it is likely that the subjects recollected other qualitative information regarding the study events besides that which would be useful for the required color discrimination. This has been referred to as noncriterial recollection (Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1996a) For example, they might have recollected some aspect about the presentation of the word but were unable to recollect the study color. Given that recollection was measured as the probability of accurately remembering the color of a study item, the derived recollection estimates might underestimate recollection owing to the fact that not all recollected information may be useful for that discrimination. This could lead the familiarity estimates to overestimate true familiarity, since these items would influence performance but would not be measured as recollection (for a further discussion of this issue, see Gruppuso, Lindsay, & Kelley, 1997; Mulligan & Hirshman, 1997; Wagner et al., 1997; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1996a) . However, most important for the present study, this could not have caused the observed dissociation in forgetting rates between recollection and familiarity; rather, the presence of some recollection in our familiarity estimates would have forced familiarity and recollection to behave in similar manners. Thus, to the extent that this form of recollection occurred, it would have made it more difficult to observe the dissociation between recollection and familiarity.
Another way of describing recollection and familiarity (see Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995) is to argue that they simply reflect criterial recollection (e.g., color memory) and noncriterial recollection (e.g., memory for everything else). The problem with such an account is that it leaves unexplained why some manipulations, such as study-test lag, selectively influence noncriterial recollection, whereas other manipulations(e.g., response deadline, aging, and divided attention at test) have the opposite effects (e.g., see Gruppuso et al., 1997; Jennings & Ja-coby, 1993; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1994) . Moreover, it does little to explain why these two types of memory are associated with distinct neuroanatomical and electrophysiological correlates (e.g., Curran, 2000; Düzel et al., 1997; Eldridge et al., 2000; Gabrieli et al., 1997; Henson et al., 1999; Klimesch et al., 2001; Smith, 1993; Yonelinas et al., 2001) . Whether one chooses to use the terms recollection and familiarity is not particularly important. However, it is important to realize that there are two functionally and neuroanatomically distinct types of memory that contribute to recognition performance.
Another method that has been used to measure the two processes underlying recognition memory is the remember-know procedure. Preliminary studies conducted in our lab, however, indicated that it is difficult to apply this method in the continuous study-test lag paradigm. The problem was that subjects were often unsure as to whether to respond "remember" or "know" to items in the lag experiment. It appeared to be very difficult for subjects to discriminate between the experiences of remembering and knowing when very short study-test intervals were used. This may be due in part to the fact that differences in familiarity associated with items from the different lag conditions provided subjects with very useful information about the temporal context in which the item was presented. For example, an item may be experienced as so familiar that it must have been presented only a few items ago. If the subject knows when the item was presented, it is not the case that they simply know that it was studied. On the other hand, because they may be unable to retrieve any other qualitative information about the study event, it is not the case that they truly remember the study event either. Previous studies have indicated that the results of the remember-know procedure converge with those from other methods like the process dissociation procedure (e.g., Yonelinas, 2001; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995) ; however, the continuousstudy-test lag paradigm might reflect one set of conditions in which the two procedures are not interchangeable.
An obvious question for future studies is whether the neuroanatomical substrates of recollection and familiarity in humans are similar to those identified in animal studies. A number of recent studies have been consistent with the animal studies in suggesting that recollection relies on the hippocampal region and that familiarity may be supported by other temporal lobe regions. For example, hippocampal activation is associated with recollection, but not familiarity-based recognition responses (e.g., Eldridge et al., 2000; Gabrieli et al., 1997; Henson et al., 1999; Yonelinas et al., 2001) . Moreover, although patients with combined hippocampal and parahippocampal damage exhibit deficits in both recollection and familiarity (e.g., Yonelinas et al., 1998) , patients with selective hippocampal damage exhibit disproportionate deficits on tests that require recollection, as compared with tasks that can be based on familiarity (e.g., Aggleton & Shaw, 1996) . Studies that further explore the functional characteristics and the neuroanatomical substrates of recollection and familiarity in human and nonhuman species will be essential in developing more complete models of memory retrieval.
